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Designing a Terrace or Balcony With Distinction 

From furniture to lighting to color schemes, here’s what you need to know  
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Designed by Jeffrey Beers International for 108 Leonard in New York, this rooftop terrace reads like a garden oasis meets 

living room.  

RENDERING: DBOX 

 

Each week Mansion Global tackles an interior design topic with an elite group of designers from around the world who 

work on luxury properties. This week we look at how to design a terrace or balcony that stands out. 

Whether you have a sprawling roof deck or a tiny balcony, having an outdoor space to call your own adds instant Zen to 

daily life. 
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“A private terrace is the ultimate luxury—particularly in a city,” said Jeffrey Beers of Jeffrey Beers International in New 

York. “It is an urban respite from the madness of the streets, as well as your personal sanctuary.”  

When landscaping, paving and outdoor lighting are harmoniously combined, you can create an inviting, design-forward 

and calming aesthetic, he added. 

“The key thing is lighting first and foremost followed by planting,” said Karen Howes, CEO of Taylor Howes design studio 

in London. 

To make the space your own private oasis, follow these tips from the pros.   

Connect inside and out 

“The overall layout and planning should emphasize a harmonious flow between the indoor and outdoor space. The 

design and color palette don’t have to be homogenous, but the indoor and outdoor space must visually play off one 

another. Remember, when you’re indoors, the terrace will be your backdrop, and when you’re on the terrace, the 

indoors will be your backdrop. 

 "I am personally drawn to boldness and theatrics and therefore favor statement shrubs and trees. For example, I have 

lined the three wall of my personal terrace in lush, tall bamboo. 

"If you have the space, then I urge you to go for large-scale furniture for comfort and durability. When it comes to 

outdoor furniture I prefer neutral tones that complement lush landscaping. Ideas for materiality include woven resin, 

painted metal, and my personal favorite, teak. 

"For flooring, I favor natural materials, such as teak or blue stone, for their overall texture and warmth. I also love long 

wide planks rather than square tiles. 

"I love using outdoor lighting to create a dramatic effect at night. I personally favor lighting the landscape: uplighting 

trees or lighting the background to create a silhouette. Another fun and theatrical trick is to place recessed lighting 

under the planters. In the evening, the planters will look as if they are floating by themselves.” 

 — Jeffrey Beers of Jeffrey Beers International in New York  
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